DNA secondary structure effects on DNA synthesis catalyzed by HIV-1 reverse transcriptase.
The effect of DNA secondary structure on polymerization catalyzed by human immunodeficiency virus (HIV-1) reverse transcriptase (RT) was studied using a synthetic 66-nucleotide DNA template containing a stable hairpin structure. Four RT pause sites were identified within the first half of the hairpin stem. Additionally, five weak pause sites within the second half of the stem and the loop of the hairpin were identified at low temperatures. These weak pause sites were relocated to the site of the first few stem base pairs of two new hairpins formed due to a change in DNA secondary structure. Each pause site was correlated with a high free energy barrier of melting the stem base pair. Pre-steady state kinetic analysis of single nucleotide incorporation showed that polymerization at each pause site occurred by both a fast phase (10-20 s-1) and a slow phase (0. 02-0.07 s-1) during a single binding event. The reaction amplitudes of the fast phase were small (4-10% of enzyme sites), whereas the amplitudes of the slow phase were large (14-40%) at the pause sites. In contrast, only a single phase with a large reaction amplitude (32-50%) and a fast nucleotide incorporation rate (33-87 s-1) was observed at the non-pause sites. DNA substrates at all sites had similar dissociation rates (0.14-0.29 s-1) and overall binding affinity (16-86 nM). These results suggest that the DNA substrates at pause sites were bound in both productive and non-productive states at the polymerase site of RT. The non-productively bound DNA was slowly converted into a productive state upon melting of the next stem base pair without dissociation of the DNA from RT.